“Modern Warrior offers an innovative and compelling approach of communicating that Post Traumatic Stress can result in Post Traumatic Growth, while reminding us that freedom isn’t free.”
Mark Otto, Executive Director, United War Veterans Council

“We are honored to partner with Modern Warrior to help bring awareness to PTS while at the same time, recognizing the potential for growth in adversity. This project is an ideal vehicle for educating the public about life in the military in an engaging way and shines a light on the hurdles facing veterans upon returning from service and transitioning to civilian life.”
Dan McSweeney, President, United War Veterans Council

“Modern Warrior reminds veterans they are not victims and can use their experiences to grow and make significant contributions to society.”
Anthony Principi, Secretary of Veterans Affairs (2001 - 2005)

“It’s an incredibly moving journey of a soldier’s story experienced through words and music... I was absolutely moved to tears by the powerful story, emotional journey, and breathtaking music.”
Stefani Schaefer, Fox 8 News Cleveland (Emmy Award Winning Anchor)
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“I did not hear a liberal or conservative agenda, I did not hear a commentary on war or even a request that I think a certain way about what you shared. I simply heard what you shared, experienced the words and the music, the art of it all, and it ignites a conversation to be had with my friends and colleagues.”

“One of the most moving, touching experiences regarding war that I’ve felt since returning from Vietnam 46 years ago!”

“The show is like nothing else I’ve ever experienced; it is a genre unto its own. I was so entirely captivated by the interplay of the story with the music that I did not breathe for large sections of this performance. To start, it is quite simply the best live music I’ve ever heard performed live in my entire life.”
“This gave me an entirely new perspective. It was moving. Spectacular. Brilliant. Beautiful. Concise. Intelligent. Powerful. If you are a combat veteran, you will relate. You can see the similarities along with the differences. If you aren’t, you will see what these brave souls have to go through for us, even after the fact. Please, go see it. Be a part of this movement. It’s an amazing one.”

“This performance will touch civilians, veterans and active duty—so essentially, it is for all audiences. I have to say, there were points in this show that gave me goosebumps and sometimes tears. I should not call this a performance because it isn’t a performance; it is a real life sharing moment from a Veteran with many passionate musicians that “feel” Jaymes’ story! Don’t miss this!”

“Wow! Every detail was absolutely phenomenal— from setting to vocals to the full band to the monologues. Captivating performance that left me with “chills” throughout many parts. I am not personally involved with the military, nor do I have close loved ones involved, but it was eye-opening to my civilian mindset to see the transition that many of those who experience combat go through. Jaymes and Dominick have done an incredible job combining personal narrative with the arts and senses, particularly in the form of music. I highly recommend to all.”

“I was moved to tears through the entire amazing, outstanding performance. I have been a fan of Dominic since his high school days. He and Jaymes and the cast of unbelievably talented musicians and vocalists held the audience spellbound for the entire 70 minutes…. I envy all who are yet to see it for the first time.”

“I found this the be a very moving & profound experience. The general public needs to experience this project to help them realize just what our veterans go through during & after their time at war, no matter what war they served in. The music adds so much to the spoken word. This is a "must see"… Kudos for bringing this project to the people!”

“This show is a very powerful, moving message to not just veterans, but everyone about war. It starts out with the young man who is proud to serve his country…honored to be fighting for freedom and it also ends on a positive note. In between, we hear the not so talked about effects of war. The narration is exceptional…Jaymes thank you for sharing…and the music is so moving it brought my husband and me to tears. This is a must see!!”

“Modern Warrior Live is a striking and emotionally moving performance about our veterans. This emotionally raw and creative performance is spectacular… I would highly recommend this performance to all, not a dry eye in the house.”

“Heart wrenching…thought provoking…and MAGNIFICENT. This is not just for veterans…nor just for families of veterans…this breathtaking performance is for every American and definitely NOT TO BE MISSED.”

“The show was spectacular. It gave voice to our vets by illuminating a single experience - a life, reflected in words and song. Can’t wait to catch it again on tour!”

“Amazing. Brilliant. A great show that treats you to top talent, then pushes your mind with its unique message.”

“What an amazing way to tell a story that every American needs to hear.”